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1

No One Says Yes Twice

Translator's Introduction
Ali Abdolrezaei is one of the most controversial poets of 
the Persian poetry world in the last two decades. More 
than twenty collections of his poetry have been 
published in Persian, some of which have been 
translated and published internationally in major 
languages. 

Abdolrezaei poetic style keeps changing while 
preserving a signature language which makes it 
possible to spot his poems among others fairly easily. 
I have been the English translator of Abdolrezaei's 
poetry for over six years. So far I have translated seven 
of his Persian poetry collections, and "No one says yes 
twice" is the fourth book of my translations of 
Abdolrezaei's poems which have been published.

"No one says yes twice" offers a rich selection of Ali 
Abdolrezaei poems some of which have made 
significant impact on the contemporary Persian poetry.
I hope the English speaking audience will enjoy these 
the translations.
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 Earthquake

She raises a finger
Excuse me teacher!
If the holy cow1 slips
tin roofs falling over
under lots of iron beams would we always die?

the teacher a tremour slipping down his face

pulled the pocket bottoms off his hands

and heavens fell down on the Nth class

crushed benches

lessons fallen from children’s hands

and the walls what dreams they harboured for the inhabitants

except for a hand that appeared out of the rubble

rose the sound of a finger!

Excuse me Sir!
May I  rise up!?

1  According to an ancient Persian Myth of Creation, the earth rotates on 
the horn of a bull. Legend had it that if the bull coughed, the earth would 
slip off its horn, causing an earthquake.
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Bridge

I'm in love with a bridge that’s in love with the sea
and each night a few times
I recline on its old cobblestone 
to read poetry
         
It is as if the river under its feet has a mirror
and doesn’t show any favours 
to the many languages I cry

The little boy wrote good poems
He thought that I have fallen in love with the sea
Me!… even though the mad boy went by mistake?

Me!… I only wanted
even to the extent of a few odd claps
     for no one to hear

who took a stone slab off my chest
Me!… I had fallen in love with the one
who from some  place of these nights
so threw himself over me
that from any place down these days
they recovered his swollen corpse 

like the river under my feet
and they all said 
Mad boy!
How much in love was he with the sea
Me! I had fallen in love with him 

No One Says Yes Twice
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Censorship
In the massacre of my words
they've beheaded my last line
and blood      ink like       is hitting on paper
There's death   stretched over the page
and life         like a window ajar      shattered by a rock
a new gun has finished off the world
and I   imported goods like through this alley's doors
            am still the very meagre room that emigrated
 
I in my life who am pen like
 to the lines of this meagre page  am mother
The cat's paws are still prancing
to scare the mouse 
running for the hole they filled
 
In pursuit of the lesson I did at school 
I'm no longer Jack the lover to my Jill
I'm doing my new homework
You cross it out
And in the girl who will tumble at this poem's end 
build a house
filled with a door open like a wound
and from in-between the edges of death
like a room gone from this house
       lived happily a girl    
who wanting to make me her own
would throw morsels in her voice      
to tease me over 
to the temple of her body
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for my eyes to keep whirling and whirling    
to make a Dervish of me again
How the eyes
these empty sockets
in between the love making of two 
   are thousand handed
How this side of being where I am
 is all the more other-sided in Iran
Fathurt            mothurt           my brothurt!
My condition is more critical than hurt
writing's more emasculated than me
and London
    with its hair highlights of a weather is still
sisterly awaiting 
Death to stretch over my body
for life to kill me again
 
My heart is bleeding   
for the poet whose queue of words is getting longer
for the branch less sparrow who's swallowed its twitter
for the restitution of a crow with no overhead wire
for myself
            gone from the house   like electricity
I was somebody
did the foolish thing became a poet!

No One Says Yes Twice
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Poem

I was planting a poem when suddenly 
a tapping on the door got me jumping 

out of the sofa and my wife’s flowerpot 

and in the silence splashed on the water 
I heard the key turn in the lock   
the door turn on the hinge 
My own face behind the door I found facing me
like in the mirror the other day 
He, still ringing the bell

unwelcome like the other day…

He came in, shook my hand and
with the same hand that shut the door 
threw me out the house
 

I’m not one for turning back on this short poem 

I am stuck outside the front door 
and keep ringing
knowing
the last line is waiting behind this threshold
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Absurdity
Honestly!
Even laziness has tripped you down get up!

He had got up
I can’t believe you’ve been dreaming till dusk

He wasn’t sleeping

Don't you get your back off these seats feeding off the fruit?

He hadn't picked any apple

Now you’ve been grazing for two what have you seen?

He hadn’t eaten seen nothing

What stink you’ve made up in this room you skunk
 you farted again?

He had shat
Have you got no blood left in your veins?

He had cut
and loneliness 
settled in him for a lifetime
had dyed the rug under the table red
She was blind not to see
he was dead

No One Says Yes Twice
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House
I am melting like a candle
sputtering on my flaming heart
You too darting fresh arrows about
an incendiary of this drama
Don't say we have nowhere, we have no way
we are poets
can find our way to the page
At the end of a line of one well built poem

I’ll put aside an alley for you

And who knows
may be at the end of this alley

we’ll build a house one day
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Wallpaper
A wall dressed in paper
A rifle is leaning on the wall 
in the corner of the room
A tiger stalking through the paper

no longer afraid of the rifle

An erratic deer that’s in the arms of the tiger

is a mate of its alone time
Despite all this my loneliness  
has gone to bed now that I am not there
with the time that I am is alone
and time and again with the erratic deer
 and tigers eyes
has jumped out of a dream

now a deer that didn’t fear

the tiger that is lonesomeness
is a poet old and rifleless who fears...

No One Says Yes Twice
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Death
I have seen 

time and again I’ve seen Death

when it falls on a dream stricken man

but I don’t know

where down the road
a hand will grab me by the scruff of the neck

On occasions as I open my eyes
I see a dandelion in my hand

Despite all this I don’t know

why I love the day
whose arrival I resent
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Dad

Be quiet my boy!
Her brothers are all gone
her sisters never came back
Mummy here is feeling lonely crying now
Daddy is not leaving her alone
Shall we pray for her

She’ll soon be all right 

enough crying now

I’ll be good, promise

No One Says Yes Twice
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Picture Frame

I walk out of an old picture frame 
step onto the paving 
return to the other side of wattle and daub walls
to rid myself of the lethargy of a man
 standing in the shade 

He walks out of an old picture frame 
and runs away in himself 
so the photo in the fold of my book 
can return to the frame on the wall across
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I wasn’t peaceable

May be earth is a clump of dust dropped down here
   who knows?
they must have left it by a brook
like a paper boat they set off in my childhood
I knew geography as far as a house down by the alley
That alley had seven windows
and each window, seventy girls
that would open every day in the middle of the month
May be still the moon is 
a clump of dust thrown up there   who knows!
Perhaps flying a kite is a little boy 
who doesn't  know what is to become of him
I couldn't be  appeased
so I became peaceable only piece meal!

No One Says Yes Twice
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Ceiling

Even if it were a ceiling or low
be it a dog or short legged
the room that's been arranged has one bed
where at times four people
or even four people could
swim in the middle of its pool 
I am single
and I'm prepared to give three people for a girl
who would be prepared
to take me to the dream that sleeps her 
a dream whose girl is prepared
in a house he hasn't got
to the girl he could have had
in the house he has, to think
I am that house
and I've passed through a door
that opens in your eyes
put to sleep  my eyes
see my dream
after you I have decided
to fall in love with you!
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Hyde Park

Far from my heartland
father still from Khark Island

I’m still a lake    bang in the middle of Hyde Park

My summers are steeped in pretty feet and ankles
And my winters
quiet as the Sabbath 
in Jewish homeland
Kill me if I am lying
Honest to this finger
that you wet to wet your ear

test me
Come over please but watch out

I’m as deep as myself

since I started holding a boat for your eyes

I’ve been dying for you

I am helplessly guilty like a lake
who has to drown
The police are clueless
they are pointlessly interrogating Lewis2

No One Says Yes Twice
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Alice 3wouldn’t know

Even London
or even London 
whose scarf is a piece of the sky of my heartland 
    is choking
Throw soul to the sea
for the sake of this finger
that you wet and put in your ear
come over please
Hurry up!
Pull your skirt up
Now!
Into my lap     Aha        welcome!

2 Lewis Carol
3 Alice in Wonderland
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Dictation

I was brother to all walls in the world

and my wife a window with dusk in its panes

was tearing onions

with tears upon tears

Full stop.

Children! You gets full marks for writing life in truth and lies...

At a juncture where neither the face of green becomes 
      pedestrian

nor the traffic warden has any act of kindness for 
      resident drivers

nor that magic lantern at the face of green and
      amber…
to the woman who alone spoiled my married identity

Nevertheless what relevance
to the one indoors who went loose on the streets?

Stop!
Try to write without lies my son! Except, be careful  no strikethroughs, 

the rubber won’t always stop anywhere you want. 

The one who writes a poem

always rubs out other poems

Poets!    Stop writing hands up

No One Says Yes Twice
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White Reading 

Read this line white
A bit black this one I’m reading white

I am all dressed in black
Please return to the first line
Confess    you heard something from Nothing     Write!
When you return to the next line  cross it out
In the notebook that ended last night
the rubber is on the last line 
of the poem that composed the old readers pick it up
Rub out this whole page white

and the next few pages too oh I don’t know!

If you could dress me in white
rub out all my lines
then you could white-read me
Except when you reach the dead end 
of this notebook
again write Nothing!

I’m all in black

Just rub out all the rubber
Except on my last remaining line   please write me
No! cross me out No! I cross out 
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Madhouse 

I am writing this letter for the girl who lived lonelier 
   than the moon

the girl who one day alighted in the mirror

and with a little smile       pulled a stone slab off my chest

Have you walked in the shoes at the foot of the stairs? 

Why don’t you saddle the horses’ neighing? 

It must be your eyes

that sometimes sound   a few galloping neighs    have 
    horses

Our last happiness was the wind that’s gone with the wind

Even cows don’t lick at the river photo in these newspapers 
   nowadays

God’s legs have stuck out of the clouds’ skirts

These beds have come through women of old

Attack! Row your oars!

No One Says Yes Twice
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The sea always has so much more swimming than boat rides

We are human again

I have heard, from this very line you are hearing, at the end of the 
poem I am writing, at first  dusk descends a little, then it rains and 
in the end the sound of the unsaddled neighing of a herd of horses, 
is running in my shoes. 

The clatter of my feet in the stretch of my shoes by your side 
dies today

I don’t know what wool to pull   over I don’t know     

                      I don't know?

Like a woman who lived two years in my eyes

isn’t it a sin to drag me so from bed to bed?

How can I command these trembling soldiers facing you
            o life     

to fire? 

From the shoes at the foot of the stairs 
comes the sound of galloping horses

don’t you believe me? 

You! Standing there beyond the end of this letter

just send me two eyes 

         so I can cry 
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Banished

On this side of the world   even if you had a living son
it would be a son    on this side of the world
who went in the direction of the water that you spilt 
behind the tears
Never mind!

Pointlessly, you walk across my mind
If you were here

you would no longer be the one over there
you would be like me      over here

If I returned
I would no longer be the one over here
I would be like you          over there

I no longer laugh
nor even go off 
I only exercise my own loneliness
like now.          that I feel fine
and I imagine I am imaginatively alone

Never mind!
On that side of the world   even if I had a living mother
it would be a mother   on that side of the world

No One Says Yes Twice
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Go as the go that I went

It’s no longer becoming of me to come with me beside 
myself

When you have no occupation 

you have no direction

Go towards the go that I went

don’t go where you’re left behind

for wherever I didn’t leave, there I stayed

wherever I reached, there I was

I’ve taken many a strolling step in the past

a goner from now, a haver of tomorrow
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Go to this and go to that and drop this very this and that

Always without wanting, I was taken

to the place where I was taken from

I looked for you, in the lines I had not yet written

    a lot

I still write because I’m sorry

the one who has to   if she comes   

she’s not coming anymore

The journey won’t adjourn me

I’ll always sojourn in the journey

It’s enough to see my trace in the sky

the sheen is extra

That cloud, walking with a stick, is my uncle

The sea is tall

the blue, vertical

No One Says Yes Twice
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Held my hands and step by step 
died of sorrow

Things that were important before are no longer so
Right is still with the side who has no right  
My sister who read many palms
has another brother that I have not
My father suffers door to door 
in these door to door days
And my friends…

My friends?!
By the way, who were they?
Why don’t I remember?

I only worry these days about she who was 
who no longer is

You alright my son? Got money? Don’t you catch cold all of a 
sudden. Sleeping well?

Soon as I wanted to coo out a mate and celebrate
she aged
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Mother was the early seat of my voice
which as I drifted further away from

became late

Mother…
Mother?!

Foolish is the poet
who tries to write about

No One Says Yes Twice
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Cloud

When Night appeared
the frame of time  
  when it got away  was a spectacle
Facing up from the morning pillow
the day paused a little

tomorrow didn’t know it has to come

and night that took a bite of light
fell on a piece of apple that was called 
third in the world

Cold sound tumbled down the mountains
and

green clambered up the ravines
                                                and
Man stuck at the cross roads, became pedestrian
  in the same path that afterwards led to many
Picked the sun off heads of days one by one 
   and hoarded it
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so when water became a deluge to
leave the ark to Noah

make the sword a bare necessity
having to discover sulphur

and gunpowder to add to life
still to make no difference
still the day comes 
the night like a dark cow breaks out of the manger
the day gets lost behind a brown calf
and the nimbus that is the mother of a missing son
revolves round the sky

and keeps looking
not to find a quiet spot

to cry her heart out

No One Says Yes Twice
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Album

This is my Mum Isn’t she beautiful?

This is my brother and this, my father
If only he knew how door to door I am now 

Poor innocent thing
This one is Sara the youngest

this smiley face also…

can’t remember the name!

Exile, exile what havoc it wreaks on the memory

She’s my eldest sister

She used to pass out laughing
when shooting pictures
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I’m at a loss how these pictures of lips that have smiled

are movies of eyes that have cried
Leave it!
But how mixed up I am
Poor dear my peasant Mum
If freedom ever pays Iran a visit

you'll become my father’s new bride

and after breakfast my sister

will burn frankincense 

to smudge around my head and dispel the Devil's eye

on my having a Leila in the nightmost

and my Mum while boasting

will be throwing confetti and ululating in the paddy at the 
bottom of the garden

so her son may eye up the lap of this lass    

and be turned on - I’m turned on

Now that we’re enthralled shoulder to shoulder in the hall of 
this house

why not make believe we’re wrapped in the bliss of rice 
paddies? Let go

No One Says Yes Twice
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Story

A sky was enough to make rain
A sunlight - to make a city awkward

Summer 
like a head-down elephant with a long trunk 
   was lifting the day

The hand of night lost its quiet
 like a lieutenant divorced of his platoon

Passing by my humming voice 
that lived by a hamlet of voices

Threw rips of Buddha’s laughter 
which ripped my mouth in Lhasa  

In order to have a think of my being 
which in Persian has copious meaning

under the lazy moonlight
which showed up as daylight 

to cry a little

A sea was enough for drowning
a snare for the harpooned whale that I would be

The world like an antique rug lurking in a corner
in a piazza with a vast dizziness that was empty

A woman that in a quiet cloud took habitat
and threw a net in the deep swamp of my solitude
to net a goldfish that was my heart
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We had to stay together like two uneven fingers
and love each other like lovers love 
Going uphill with a head-down horse 
coming down from the chiefdom of neighing
Here I go

No longer have I any long feathered dreams
A car in the middle of the street is enough
to run me over

A killing 
and a killer
to finish the job

No One Says Yes Twice
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Sausage

Her hands that were in the photograph
I held with both hands

When she got up she didn’t say thank you

May I walk with you? 

Didn’t say no

I held her hands
we walked a picture

The one they hid in your eyes
the more I look the less I find
By the way aren’t you married?

She didn’t say

Won't you?

Didn’t say no!

We did!
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Days were passing as the wind
and nights were no longer than seconds
we were two lonely photos
that the world wanted to expel from the album

Expelled! Don’t believe it?

Tonight when we’re sleeping obverse in another photo

pay that album a visit
Open the fridge door in that shot
and help yourself to whatever

Sorry! we only have sausages!

No One Says Yes Twice
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Rain 

In the sky of a town that turned so decrepit

when I put up my umbrella 

I arrive at those village days

to a girl bending under the rain

planting rice

who abruptly became a woman

A woman in the rain still standing tall

who said time and again  to a man

whose name she did not know

‘Why run away? 

 Why the umbrella?

Only iron men rust in the rain.’ 
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Moonface

She so surrounded me
and I so rounded her up in me 
that she's no longer around
I Don't know where her bosoms gone
Tonight is flat chested
and in order to die I
need her Eminence Grace Miss Sentiment

 I'm shaven
to have an eye with you 

why aren't you there!
Taxis no longer take my solitude
I stay behind

till you come to make me a quiet place
like a camel in the desert
an old tortoise on the plain
or like the plane in a London sky
in which I can fly but where?

No One Says Yes Twice
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Like yesterday's rain urged me to buy this umbrella
or this snow that came down after the rain
and sent me out of the house
Give me a ring do something
You're not snow so I can melt you
you're not rain so you can wet me
you're a brush fire

that turns to cinder and moves on
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Tehran

This café is fine Right!

Has great coffee Agree!
Blue sky above Fine!

Not blind darling
I can see beautiful chairs round such a table
I don't deny the seaside music
and after this coffee these fulsome lips delectably  waiting
and I know well how to swim in the air of this unknowing
I know how to see through this I know not what

I know!

No One Says Yes Twice
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Sitting so comfortably in your eyes
whichever side I reach
I can take a bit of you even more delectable
I'm not stupid

I understand 
you're right
OK!
But if all this
and everything
was under the blackened sky of Tehran
we would have been so much more at home
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Mother me out!

The alley ended in the night
You were going too fast
And the child   his words   

couldn’t keep instep with you

Those days   up there     in place of the moon    
a woman      sat squatting holding a pie

These days, Mother!  I take it out on the apple
And each day I leave the house to fall in love
but to no avail

The alley ended in me 
and tonight   of the house I wanted to buy her
just a small window remains open in my mind
See! I've shut it
I have thrown out the windows of the house

No One Says Yes Twice
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Going to buy some salt for the wound I have
and matched some jigsaw pieces of the sea
so you come back from afar

Gone from our mother’s hand,

following the end of the thread that passes through your 

sewing machine we are …Fate!

We have not walked at all
we have only trampled up
these footpaths
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Circle 

You are reading a poem called circle
Hold it there
Hands off the library
Arm around the windows and the doors
Bedding into the sofa
Now you may read a poem by Ali Abdolrezaei
Please open the book
You see?  
You are reading a poem called Circle
So hold it there
Take your hands off the library
Kick the door out of the house
Tumble down the stairs
In the new park or the old one behind the Town Hall
On the same bench that sent my father door to door and    
   stopped my mother Sit down
Tell them off those children playing ball
Now you may read a poem by Ali Abdolrezaei
Please turn the page of this gate whichever way you like

It’s a shame

You are standing at the end of a poem called Circle 

No One Says Yes Twice
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Park

With the same pictures of a woman still young
in the pocket of my trench coat
with my hands thinking about my head
I stand resting on my new dentures

Around quiet benches the park is napping
My grand son keeps trickling down the slide
The merry-go-round turns a few clock hands  
    on the heels of years gone by
and stops in a corner of the bench

When my false-teeth drop dead
    Ring a ring of Children around me

abandon the swing
and sunlight twirls around  
the restlessness of the merry-go-round

It’s getting dark son!

Don’t you want us to go back?
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Grandmother 

Like an intruding branch
She opens my window

Good morning!

And puts her apples on my table
a twig that wants no yellow leaves

Stop sulking in a corner
as if in some other corner
the world's  coming to an end    get up

I'm standing on the balcony
looking back at my youth
that still passes by your elder side
and in the ruins of these days I'm standing on the balcony
till the earth comes to an end in some other corner

Sometimes the apple trembles my gaze in the branches
sometimes grandmother thinks of the old man who's young
sometimes yellow apples deny the autumn
sometimes grandmother..
sometimes the apple...

Last night I dreamt
like the way I lived
I died

No One Says Yes Twice
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Dialogue

In the classes I take
I hurl my hands out of the window
take a piece of my lips
and put it on your forehead

In the poems I write
you're always there

As I lay the table
you sit right opposite
and keep hesitating
What have I done to you
what are you doing here?
Perhaps you're sitting there like a stranger
wiping a picture with a handkerchief
or in the office behind the monitor
keep thinking of me

From the lessons he gives

how does he expel the night?

In the poems he writes

am I still sitting right opposite

when he's laying the table?
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Last Line

A forehead is popping up and down behind the window
and doesn't take eyes off the girl returning home

The wind blows off a corner of her scarf
and wraps it round her shoulders look!
The bunch of flowers sticking out of her hand is pretty     
can you see?
Mind she doesn't see you from this angle

She's spiraling up the staircase, can you hear it?
On the stairs one    two  three and ringingnggg

Damn this stairway
if only it were longer
it wouldn't spoil the last line of this poem
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Greeting

A hello and how are you is all there is to it
then this love will last as long as a goodbye
  Darling don't rush me

Like eyes from behind the curtains
How can she turn her back on the tree
 without shaking its leaves?

You have a desirable blouse on
Not knowing you are more beautiful 
than the girl
       who is more beautiful than you
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Court hearing

The caravan was twice as strong
All were suddenly felled and fell aground
Two, three miles further along 
a headless horse was galloping
I was the head of them all

Come on! Behead them 
they have not as many cattle as cattlemen
Take heart to the girls
and the bones    leave for the wolves

howling in the café

The next caravan was down the shopping centre
the road sped up all the way  We arrived
there were not as many cattle as the wolves we took
   and slaughtered

- Yar Ali! Talk less balderdash
and brew me a strong tea
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- Yes sir!

My eyes caught the bottom of the cup
The port was under water end to end 
The Earth had vetoed God
I was the captain of them all

Swift on the decks set sail
Sailors  pretty damn quick!
Pirates passed seven generations of each cup
We took no notice of  the white horses  and set sail to the sea
Then anchored behind the coffee table
For me  tea with sugar cubes on the side
The rebels all slurping cappuccinos
The police came
My girlfriend had some strands of hair sticking out 

They closed down the café 

and put me here in the dock 
to stand before you
Your Honour!
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L O V E

Like you who read my poem
O has a big belly 
V opening sideways is not in love
E is your enemy
I am in love with you 
Not the wall to stand behind me and to knock
I am grateful through you 
Don't shrink from overstepping your mat 
Tomorrow has my cancer
My mate  under this umbrella you may linger  
until you demand a place for dying
Through you he is imploring
if I die
who will think of you   Mr Abdolrezaei?
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Three O’clock

Two in the afternoon

It was bang on two
I dusted and tidied the house
2:00pm I showered and shaved

It was exactly half past 
two wine glasses ready placed
I switched off Lorca’s voice

Now thirty minutes left to three
Maria’s coming     first time over 
I should have a pick-me-up to take a sip to get me going

Now the clock hands aren’t inclined to three
I should water the flowers
before Maria arrives
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Twenty five minutes are left
I should call my friend Michael
tell him my loneliness I’m now done with

I’m exactly twenty minutes away from Maria
she must have come out of the station up the road and flirting
with the florist near my house to wrap a more scarlet bouquet

In fifteen minutes my world will change 
with glee  I should wear some aftershave 
to entice her

Ten minutes to three    Hey
like a red bull    on the beach inside my  black chest
my heart’s beating such Bandari beat

She has only five minutes left to show
up  I should get moving  What if she has 
matched her bra with her white slip? 
I should go get into my black boxers now

Only three short minutes left to her knock on my door
I know she will
Maria’s brought up at her father’s table

she’s always on time
she should be anytime
now that only two ticks
left to appointed time
this phone keeps ringing Bugger!
I’m sure it’s the girl I left like a skunk
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I should pull the plug
but why the buzzer won’t let me go

she’s chasing my mobile now

Ma mamia! It’s Maria’s number
she must be at the door Hello
Bang on three and I’m rolling the floor

Why what savage time was three
o’clock third class to all o’clocks

three o’clock in a dark guardian age

No savior at work
I lose my faith in second coming
Sushiant, Jesus, Mary and Mahdi

I was the fool of the fields otherwise 
Maria wouldn’t have rung bang at three 

to say she’s not coming
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Pomegranate

This dry tree
how has it arranged itself so well
so well    under the rain    to stand up?

The pomegranate that’s hanging

why should someone squeeze      who knows nothing?

Why the rain that should rain down in this poem doesn’t rain?

And life     this short lullaby       finally puts me to sleep

on a page that spent a life in I don’t know

How many times should I write

the poem     that I’ll never write? 

I’m sure    London’s blood group
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which most likely is O or

doesn’t match mine

because I keep hitting the rain     keep getting wet

What ecstasy revolves round this 

thought that’s in my mind

I wish someone came 
to stop this Dervish that keeps twirling in my head
the rain that keeps raining no longer comes to my poem

This cursed beast
has brought tears to all eyes

This grand inquisitor
who drags so much out of the clouds over London

Is someone idling up there 
or is it true

that it’s still raining?

We all die
so nothing ends    
what a shame
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Sorrow

Travel and I have not even been to the top of the alley 

I’m still prisoner to the same room whose age I have changed 

the last two years
Doing loneliness   yet not alone
My mother still comes to my dream to inspect them
And the house I left alone
falls down on my tenant 
whenever it feels heart stricken
so I come back

My sin was everyone’s human but me

I had got away with betraying my mother, father, friends and 
all who are human at once

Of course I’m not antihuman I just am

Day runs after day out of my hands
Again I am    squandering being human
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I’m in immense need of an adequate poet

to go calamitously  free in my imagination
even though sorrow laid down with me 
as my face grew long
but I have not stretched long

I still am more Ali Abdolrezaei than when I was Ali 
Abdolrezaei

but I don’t know where along this I don’t know to begin 

and with the next I don’t know to begin and again... next...

How would I know where is next?

I always wanted if there is anywhere, to be somewhere
It was not to be

The old dolphins flirt with the beach when it’s time to die

 so humans at the end of their lives
 can park with peace of mind 
in parks at the edge of the world
The sea too is a delightful cruelty
giving only wooden wrecks to the shore in order not to give
Everyone is committing their own calmly exclusive suicides 

so I don’t live 

what can I do?
The great teacher takes no more of the shit we talked about
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I am still the spelling mistake

 of this same kid who’s doing his homework

They don’t rub it out, strike it through, so I won’t drop a line

If I wanted St Mark’s Basilica with its golden domes to come 

to my side hailing Jesus
Venice that is my most beautiful wandering jewess 
would mount her Bridge of Sighs to drink from my Rio and 
put the Thames forever to shame

It’s pointless of some to speak Dante Dante

Florence that is a fit flaxen hair damsel
has always been in love with me
is in love with me
wants me

You don’t believe me  take a trip to Ravenna

and follow the trail of Amsterdam’s tears in Sicily

which emptied these lines in empty line breaks

Wet your lips on this goblet Senioritta    salute!

most enjoyable these lips you’re eating

be careful you don’t get a fat belly
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up the crutch of these words    golly!
No matter how much I try

I don’t get a life

It’s a pity that only lepers swim in the waters of this Gulf

otherwise if the Caspian could get on the plane
it certainly would land in the middle of Paris so we 
swimmingly mix and return as frogs

Last night
A river came to my room
with a slender tree on its banks 
which only wanted me 
to pick of its large apples
I had no appetite
what a pity it was
what a lonely birthplace it had become
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Post-Censorship 

The plain is green
The page, white
And the line, a row of passing sheep
There is no green
   but everywhere a blackening
I too, who am writing, am the shepherd
taking my words to graze
to arrange some fodder 
for the wolf of the hills
wound up in the office of the censor
stalking round for words

And without me these words are just sheep
grazing as they are bound to
eat looking for answers
The poor sheepdog too
is censoring words
sniffing for bones
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What does the poor dog know?
When you are a poet you are Jesus
the shepherd Mohammad, Moses
upset at all this blackening
herding after the green that is not

One of these words strikes out for hills and dales
another goes after Joseph's coat of many colours
takes refuge  in a well
If the mountain goat is faint hearted
dashes for dale and hills out of fear
to take refuge with the wolf
it is not the poet's fault that you censored him
It was for him that you released it
the bullet shot in the air
in my air
 to spread darkness on the page
for blindness to come in fashion
 
Distance has always been my close relation
I know exile scene by scene
Five lit windows
A bare and only tree
behind a naked autumn
the scenery    A few acts in the mist
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that I am still directing
a bit of a wink over there   Red
a moment's embrace over here, meaning
give a bit of bosom without a grudge

Oh son of whoever your father wanted of your mother to 
bring a son, but where?!
Your poet wanted to bring a spouse
don't be peevish
So making a Romeo for Juliet    didn't work

Wanted his big words to hit the last wire
No matter what

Now that some bone is left in these pages
it's the turning of the wrench
a game of nuts and bolts
a rending of the heart for nothing - this loving
A night that spilled out of a parcel
is more of a goner than the stain
which takes over  this leap year
It's the turning of a wrench in the flesh
torture of words  from the front and behind
A Romeo has run away from me
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lips that run away with the face
but shy away from landing a kiss
don't match a Juliet   but the functionary

A wolf that eats the flesh of my words
is still censorship
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War and Peace

Peace... 
had no mother
to put on a veil as dusk descends
to come up the alley
to squat down to watch
the absence of her son
who instead of the ball 
jumped on a mine...

Had two eyes of marine blue 
We too  who were minded to win
could drink of their water 
in the midst of Karbala desert
We who scored so many goals had no pitch to play
nor even boots with which to shoot
not even a ball or a friend
Nevertheless
we could still play by ourselves
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in the pitch of a match without a ball
At times when we were high without a pitch
at least we would roam the alleys and bang someone 
now what?!
When war tore loose
it had eyes like a wound  
red on the face
and we who were mobilised
put together our all in all  
to get together a plastic ball
to have to run after
Then
one by one we got together in Karbala
and arranged to play six a side
 then there was breakfast and the train and the prayer mat and 
bye bye
When we arrived
we had a canon ball behind each dug out
Between the two goals the game was aerial
whoever ran quickest set foot in the goal fastest
Again we had no pitch but mines underground
as many as you like for our feet to score
instead of the ball
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Geometry 

As I poured out of Paris clouds
and flew to an airport cafe
that sat face to face
with two black symbols
under two eyebrows
I had only read two lines on the forehead
when I arrived at a black subtitle
which the hair dresser up the road had censored
in two short line segments
in a fine font
above two symbols set in Chinese
vertical writing that one knows
You have two very lips
that want to swallow me
You're no prettier than
Langrude, Tehran or Paris
like other women I divorced

I’ll separate from you too:

London
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Magic Lantern

Good
My mind is at ease
Now go be happy

You wanted enough money
to pull your nose up a tad
implants to raise your cheeks
and to set eyes on a house 
all of your own
Now you got it
go enjoy the now of it
and have some fun

If you like we’ll go to Venice 

in the next couple o’ weeks

drop in on Madrid
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purchase a V nice lingerie from Paris
O what fun - to have those intimate whispers on the plane

Order whatever your tightened heart desires

I’ve left a page blank also

so no matter what you wish from this genie
you can summon it out of this magic lantern yourself
and in the space of the next two pages if you wish
behind the house I bought you in the lines above

I’ll build a swimming pool with a sauna

then we can get out of water like vapour
you no longer nag at me for the money I have not
shuffle me not with a thousand dog gone expletives
and let me
write my own story too
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France

Is France getting more and more familiar with me

or has Paris been transported to another country

that even the Seine is deceiving me as a black sea?

This little black fish

no longer bites the bate you threw in my heart

the wind has hurriedly driven north

the seaside gives no water

and the sea gives no wave

and the rain the probable rain

no longer rains down on my hair like your slender fingers

So if in Paris

or another country in Paris

you ever saw me arm in arm of another girl

don’t think I’m cheating you

be certain I have mistaken her for you
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Sentence

Like a kiss

that has run away from a lip

and has sat on a lip like a word

a word that does not know it sits 

in the middle of a sentence in a book

which only if you publish

you realise that

except for the woman you closed like a book

even the girl you have wanted to kiss

you have never run away from

rather some place else

where you thought she is not

you realise you        made her
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Painter

With the same fingers I made slender

take a sheet from your pile of paper 

that might as well be A3

not to forget the same brush I gave you

and that box of paint I nicked for you

Pin the sheet to your canvas

Now take a seat on the chair from Poland

and I in the expanse of this park am sat 

waiting on this half empty bench

Hurry up

Put a few somewhat yellow tips of branches by the grey sky 
you paint at the top of the sheet

A background of few naked trees with few leaves in the air 
will be excellent

Now install a bench at the bottom of the sheet

and paint a man sat waiting love stricken 

His lover has not come - so put more lines on his face

She's not coming  - some more face lines please

won’t come  - so please some more still

just come inside the frame  yourself and put my mind at ease
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Publisher

However much he reads this open book

its wings don’t close

Like the wind

I am still speed reading in the street

However much I cry

I don’t feel lighter

since I arrived

I am in chagrin to this Earth

which I made heavier

My house

is besieged by women

For me though these books are not enough

I am missing you

who the more I read the less I forget

With the new clothes I bought you

like a lovely book I put a cover on

to open your closed lips and your bed

to leave that forsaken book such that

in the library of my memories 
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to archive you

            (a to-do I could not)

When father died

I was a child

and mother who was the epic of kings

obliged to raise me

until I could pull out of the wardrobe

those father’s trousers which fitted me by then

I have pulled them out

this is the same miniature

that completed the pain of Behzad the painter

the beautiful woman 

whose pages were never turned

by an idiotic publisher

who archived it

and me not being a publisher

however much I looked for a page 

I never found in you to read

You were a book

whose multiplying covers

made its thickness
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Almond Tree

You no longer wish to look

 like the one I liked

You've changed your shadows 

shaved your hair

and sitting knees apart before me

thorns of the hidden rose sticking out

You come to my dreams always afterwards

after I wake 

I think of you still

Like a rose that buds

under its thorns in late summer

no matter if I water it or not

My hair is all fallen at my feet pre-autumn

the children have already denuded 

the almond tree
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Spurned

On the sand’s enticing heat 

the girl’s acre of legs

and then
the arch of the back
and then

the other killer… Hips

Undulating sea
throwing hands 
up on the naked beach  
that spurns
and then
the wave returns
once
twice
thrice
dotted the sand
his departing steps...
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Sparrows

After a Thousand and One Nights 
reading
sleeping
a couple leave the house

Sparrows
 swarm the alley
 with their twitter
up to the bus stop
by the tree - swarmed 
by tweet in tweet

On the cheek
spot on a beauty spot
the man
lands a kiss

To hide a show of tears 
the woman 
suddenly turns her head
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blots out the blackening tears
 off her cheeks
and turns back
to find no more sparrows
on the branches
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Cumulus

Doubly naked
two white clouds
and a smoke passed from hand to hand
up to the roach
between hefty fingers and then 
a deep puff
a mouthful
lips feeling the labia
puffing the smoke and
then penetrating
two cumulus clouds
A shrill thunder
through pursed lips
Eyes struck by lightning - ouch!
and under the dear earlobe
sparrow kisses
lace the neck
sloping up
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pause at the nipple
and then a downslope
Lips slip down 
to the navel
a kiss is closing in now
on the cumulus
to become nimbus
under tummy
between her lips
Phew...  a seizure of sex
Hah
warm hail4

4 A small explanation for them: hail is formed in cumulonimbus clouds.
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Miss Ziari

My eyes didn’t wander

I just wandered in her eyes
those burning embers
I was fuel to
The deft sculptor
to chisel such delicate nose
was me
The butchering of her lips
between the teeth
What a tongue!
Hands of a masseuse hid in her eyes
O my God
someone come light up 
this black pair of cigarillos
squirming like seductive serpents
in such grace
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This woman
was born
prettier than any bunch of flowers
I ever put to water
I ever lost my marbles
under the skin of those cheeks
She's still playing marbles
with the little eyes
my childhood possessed
My eyes do not wander
even if under the desk

I’m still climbing up your legs

in the short skirts you wore
to the prep class at Yari Primary
Miss Ziari5

5 I was six when I started school. I had long straight hair, a navy blue 
jacket, wearing a tie of a colour I cannot remember. We had eleven silly 
girls in the class who kept coming on to me and I didn’t care. There were 
eight other boys in the class too, but I had become a man, because I was 
in love with Miss Ziari. I kept coming onto her but she didn’t care. So I 
kept getting top marks so she would come caress my hair and tell me with 
her budding lips, Excellent Ali! There was still one year left to the 
Revolution which put my love in a frame. Tonight when another love was 
torn away from me, I remembered my classmates and my teacher, Miss 
Ziari who, I still do not know why, when the schools shut for holidays, 
they put her against the wall in the middle of summer and shot a bullet in 
her chest. No, I still can’t believe it. It is impossible to kill a beautiful 
woman by a bullet.
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Advertised Love

None other than your name
is the word 
that alights on the lip
like a cigarette 
I light up
No other than your name
is the smoke I blow out
in rings like O...O
Ophelia!

Stick no finger in this ring
so one yes
could suddenly become a noose
You're not blind to pretend
you just don’t see how
at the back this pile of paper
becomes an advert
for the wall

Except for these pages
that indicate I’m still alive
I have been dead for years

Listen
someone is still drumming 
in my heart
other than this 
I have no heart ache
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World War Final

We who had not believed
the war has ended
did not leave the trenches
nor put down our “Death to...”
or quit being so ridden in dust

We who have not believed
the towns are still on the offensive
the fields, still in retreat
and in between the forests are lost 

While the war is still in between us
we are worming Kusturika’s Underground
like when the bombs came 
and we hid under the school bench
so behind the desk
they could give a seat to Mr Veteran
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The war is approaching again
so Zahra’s Heaven Cemetery 

won’t sit so far apart from Tehran
So the military police swap places 
with the street dogs
and women who recently learnt to smile
sit a little closer to tears

There won’t be sirens in between respites 
to run to the basements this time 
there shall be no enemies
the earth shall be 
the trench in which to take refuge

We who don’t believe

the missiles won’t arrive this time
to take away a hundred people at a time
This won’t be a soldiers’ war
we shall all flap feathered wings

One cannot play pranks
with an atom bomb
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Re-reading objects 

Where should the wretched puppy go?

After all the barking in his ears
all the sniffing around him
there's no word left to howl out

Daylong
he has put out all the change in his pocket
at nightfall
the scene won't change

It is the sparrows' lot
whatever rain gathers
in the tin can

Not this migrant beggar's
who has gathered his legs
in this eternal sleep
in the rain
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Silvia

Dying is good at times
but not forever
I’m murdered by No

I’m tired of returning

I wish the house wasn’t there
to keep me behind the door
suddenly to open my heart like a window
with her smile from up there
having pulled the curtain aside
in this flat where Plath 
lived once and Sorrow
was the only canvas
on her wall

I am no longer her
to think of the red roses 
I brought for her

She is no longer me 
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possessed  by flies by night 
by people - those flies, by day 
What about these?!

Even the nails
been nailed in the wood
and since gone quiet
but me!
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Cradle

Fun’s gone bust and so have smiles

Melancholy’s on the rise

 and humans few
The lips you kiss      full of sorrow
eyes that open lachrymose
Sorrow has faced everyone down
stamped her boot steps everywhere
even in the letter we sometimes open
Fortune is against us
Enough with the injuries we sustained
We who had no mother had the earthquake 
to rock our cradle
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Tale

No one heard this tale even in the cave
I warn you 
Don't ever let it out of your lips 
this tale has a jail sentence for seven generations

I have a tale to tell
that I'll let out of the lips of a girl in the after world

Except don't rush it
we don't have enough ammunition
Don't scare the horses

Dear readers we'll set up camp here!

I haven't lifted the tale
It's just lifted its head out 

I won't drag it out 
If you're interested
you can open my upcoming books
and reread the tale
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